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Why is Discovery Education a vital connection between the classroom and virtual learning?

- Discovery Education is a dynamic tool that allows the student to virtually explore the dynamics of education and become actively engaged in the learning process. Discovery Education offers an alternative route for teachers to reach every sub population, plan lessons, integrate technology and cross curriculum and increase academic awareness as well as increase scores on Standardized Test.
What is virtual learning?
Virtual Learning in Discovery Education

https://youtu.be/2aBvHKIca9A

http://www.discoveryeducation.com/trials/
Active Engagement!!!!!!Lets Move

SOS Activity:

The objective of this activity is for you (the participant) to write on a sheet of paper what are your thoughts of virtual learning after watching the video and what do you want for your students when using discovery education and virtual learning. After two minutes I will say Snowball Fight and you will throw your paper at each other and open up their snowball and critique or add to and we will do three times.
Think Pair Share (KAGGAN Activity)

- Please gather in your core subjects and discuss your learning experience but you have to put your discussion in picture form. You will be given three minutes to design your learning experience on the anchor chart paper.

Expert Out!!

the expert is in
What do you think?
Door Prizes
Contact Info:

- vaandj2@yahoo.com
- discoveryed.org
- Log on to get a 2 month free subscription to Discovery Ed and once you join become DEN certified and take the interactive courses you will receive 1 CPU Invest Hour.
- Please contact your district technologist to assist you in receiving the CPU if you are not part of Aldine ISD.
THANK YOU!!